Diagnostic Tool on Prayer for CPM/DMM Practitioners
This is intended to be a tool used by the cpm/dmm practitioner and/or team in evaluating progress toward
movements to Christ, especially considering the aspect of ‘extraordinary prayer,’ which is recognized as
fundamental and foundational to movements. Prayer—or engagement with God—is integral in every aspect of
the lives of the team members and the corporate team, as well as the strategy and approach they may use. We
hope this tool will prove helpful in considering ways you and your team can increase your capacity for
extraordinary prayer for the sake of the King and His Kingdom.
1.

Are you/your teammates growing in conversational relationship with God, practicing His Presence, listening
to His voice and obeying? Do you have regular times of corporate listening prayer as part of your working
together? Are you teaching those you are interacting with to talk to and listen to God?

2. Do you have a prayer strategist or prayer strategy team functioning among you?
3. Do you regularly pray and fast as a team? Have you called special seasons of consecration, prayer and
fasting as God directs?
4. Do you have a prayer shield team (or teams)? Are you regularly praying for and interacting with them? Are
you receiving their input from their prayer times for you and your work and the people you focus upon? Are
you keeping them posted on praise reports as well as prayer needs?
5. Are you regularly praying onsite in teams of two or more among the people of your focus? Are you recording
your impressions as you pray and debriefing together with the wider team? Are you adapting your strategies
as God reveals His view on your assignment?
6. Do you host prayer walking teams and/or onsite worship teams to undergird your efforts? Do you debrief
after they conclude their assignments and incorporate their insights into your strategies?
7. Do you regularly practice prayer evangelism among the people to whom you are called, praying for healing,
deliverance, and blessing? Is God regularly confirming the proclamation of His Word with signs and wonders
following?
8. Are you individually and as a team experiencing inner healing and walking in forgiveness and unity among
yourselves and your teammates?
9. Do you connect with or facilitate a community of prayer among your focal group? Do you facilitate regular
times of worship aimed at inviting God’s presence among your focal group?
10. Have you engaged in spiritual mapping as you prayer walk to better understand the spiritual underpinnings
of the area and people to which you are called? Have you been addressing those strongholds God has
progressively revealed?
11. Have you identified any issues needing repentance/reconciliation which may be hindering the progress of the
gospel in your area? This could include community wounds, sins, offenses, etc.

